
Voyager A3
Ref: 5704201

 Laminates up to A3 size paper for increased flexibility  
 Unique heated belt-driven technology for ultimate jam-proof 

laminating  
 The only laminator that allows instant changes between different 

pouches without heat-up or cool-down time  
 The laminator has hot-swap technology which means it can accept 

different pouch thicknesses immediately without the need to wait 
until it has heated up or cooled down  

 AutoLam™ pouch detection and speed adjustment automatically 
finds the optimum speed / heat variables for different pouch and 
document combinations. It allows instant changes between pouch 
types and guarantees the best lamination results.  

 HeatGuard™ - patented safety system reduces surface temperature 
by up to 50% ensuring the laminator is always safe to touch.  

 Easi-Access mechanism allows user to open the machine for 
cleaning and maintenance of the rollers ensuring consistent, high 
quality lamination.  

 CleanMe™ auto-glue sensor – patented system warns the user to 
clean glue or dirt off the laminator belt.  

 Sleep Mode is activated after periods of inactivity, reducing energy 
consumption and ensuring safe operation at all times  

 Adjustable entry guide supports items on entry to avoid mis-feeds  
 LCD display with advanced functions to guide users through the 

laminating process with ease  
 Auto-reverse function detects mis-feeds and overloads to prevent 

paper jams and ensures safe operation  
 Automatic temperature setting for ease of use  
 Active cooling system enables rapid shifts from hot to cooler 

settings  
 Audio and visual indicators clearly signal when ready to laminate  
 Side carry handles for easy transportation  

 
Product Features

Item Number 5704201 

Usage Professional 

Pouch Thickness (mic) 250 

Warm-up Time 4 minutes 

Temperature Settings Automatic 

Photo Capable Yes 

Adjustable Speed Yes 

Carrier Required No 

Number of Rollers Belt-driven technology 

Item Weight (kgs) 10.51 

Retail Pack Dimensions H x W x D 
(mm)

252.00 x 730.00 x 292.00 

Units per Master Carton 1 

Retail Pack Weight (kg) 12.06 

SCS 50043859568814 

UPC Code 043859568819 

CRC 57042 

EAN Code 043859568819 

 
  

Hotline: (65) 3151 8182Voyager A3 Laminating Machine

Hotline: (65) 3151 8182....Supplier for Paper Shredders, Laminating and Binding machines to corporate and public sector....


